2023 California Environmental Assembly
Aquifers Chat

09:03:12 From PCL Foundation to Everyone:
   The panel sessions from the first three days are already posted and viewable on the link above.
   The public Assembly page with panel details and bios:
   https://www.pcl.org/events/assembly2023/

09:03:36 From PCL Foundation to Everyone:
   The private Assembly Page with webinar links now and session videos and presentations to be posted after the Assembly: https://www.pcl.org/events/assembly2023/registrantinfo/

09:06:32 From Howard Penn to Everyone:
   Everyone's Bio's are available here. https://www.pcl.org/events/assembly2023/

09:57:49 From Chris Brown to Hosts and panelists:
   Nice job moving through explanation to advocacy. you are a master, Kamyar. good ti see you.

10:03:38 From Kamyar Guivetchi - DWR to Chris Brown and all panelists:
   Chris -- I appreciate the kind words -- good hearing from you.

10:21:48 From Dave Casey to Hosts and panelists:
   Can/does recycled water from water treatment plants play a role in groundwater recharge?

10:28:56 From PCL Foundation to Roger Dickinson CivicWell(Direct Message):
   Can/does recycled water from water treatment plants play a role in groundwater recharge?

10:29:16 From PCL Foundation to Roger Dickinson CivicWell(Direct Message):
   Question form the chat for the panel

10:40:17 From Howard Penn to Everyone:
   Just a reminder that you can find all the presentations and recordings of the videos at https://www.pcl.org/events/assembly2023/registrantinfo/